Face from turn signal

Making Faces

By
Joseph Hearst,
FPSA, PPSA

Let’s face it. Many people see faces in all sorts
of inanimate objects. A typical one is the threehole socket used for North American three-prong
electrical plugs. Until recently, there was a rock
formation in New Hampshire called the Old Man
of the Mountain that looked more or less like a
human profile. Some of us see faces in tree bark,
or rocks, or buildings. Some see a human face in
the moon. This is called pareidolia: the tendency
to perceive a specific, often meaningful image
in a random or ambiguous visual pattern. Some
photographers, including myself, enjoy shooting
these faces. An unintended example of such a
face is Ralph Gurley’s picture of the car that was
chosen as the Print of the Month for August 2017,
published in the December 2017 PSA Journal.
But sometimes they are not readily available. This
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Turn signal

article shows you how to make faces when you
can’t find them ready-made.
I have found potential faces in a wide variety
of places. Decayed objects are particularly prolific
sources. Rusted cars; on streets, on rural roads, in
auto salvage yards (AKA junkyards), and at Old
Car City (Old Car City, U. S. A. by Bill Buchanan,
FPSA, August 2015 PSA Journal) have been
excellent sources for me. Corroded fenders and
door handles are among the useful subjects on
the cars, as are holes in panels. I’ve found good
things in farm implement museums; there are many
colorful rusted objects on the old tractors. A rusted
crane in Mahone Bay, Nova Scotia was a mine of
possible faces. Boats up on blocks in boatyards,
or derelict boats in harbors are great sources, with
many interesting features. Abandoned buildings,

Rusted wall

especially if they are falling apart or have peeling
paint, are full of incipient faces. At Halloween I
went to Trader Joe’s and spent some time shooting
colorful pumpkins
As I study the sources I look for an object such
as a bolt head or a small lamp that might be a good
eye. If I find one, I look for another object nearby
that could be part of a nose or a mouth or even
both. If I find something I rotate the camera so the
eye is above and to one side of the nose or mouth,
and make the shot.
I photographed many rusted cars and old boats
and decayed buildings over the years, before I
learned about making faces from them, so I often
find possible faces in my archives. I scroll through
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my old files looking for possibilities, and find
many good ones.
I process the image as usual in Photoshop®
and rotate it if more rotation is needed, make it
into a layer, and then crop it so that one side of
the cropped image is in the middle of the nose or
mouth, remembering to delete the cropped pixels.

Then I enlarge the canvas, duplicate the image and
flip it horizontally and move it so the eye is on the
opposite side of the nose and it all matches. Then
I clean it up and do the rest of my usual postprocessing. Sometimes I find more than one face,
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iPhone shot of red pumpkin
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Face from boat paint

or other delightful objects, in the processed image.
I understand that it is feasible to use a similar
procedure in Lightroom®. Look carefully at the
pictures in this article and you too may see some.
Over time I have used several cameras. I started
with the Nikon D70®, and then the D300®, and
more recently the Sony A6000®. When I was
shooting the pumpkins I used my iPhone 7 Plus®.
Any digital camera will do the job.
I have always enjoyed photographing rust and
decay and I have found that making faces, and
sometimes adding fanciful titles, is a fun way of
way of sharing a new way of looking at familiar
subjects. I hope that you will enjoy doing it too.
This article was inspired by a lecture by André
Gallant. n
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